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THE CONSEQUENCES OF RULE ORDERING IN
HAYA TONOLOGY

Larry M. Hyman
University of California, Berkeley

O. INTRODUCTION'

In the 1970's a major debate took place on the question of rule ordering
in phonology. One group argued that the specific ordering of phonological
rules, if needed at all, was always intrinsic, being predictable on the basis of
universal principles. The second group, following in the tradition of
Chomsky and Halle and the SOUND PATTERN OF ENGLISH, responded that
these principles did not work, and that rule ordering is extrinsic, having to be
stipulated in the phonologies of a number of languages.

In the course of this debate, the proponents of extrinsic rule ordering
sometimes argued that the analyses forced by the universal, intrinsic
approach lacked insight, missed generalizations or simply did not work.
Curiously, although positions were taken against extrinsic rule ordering and
in favor of either simultaneous or random sequential ordering, no one to my
knowledge argued in parallel fashion that the extrinsic approach lacked
insight, missed generalizations, or simply did not work.

In this paper I would like to present one such possible case. I shall
attempt to demonstrate that in the lexical tonology of Haya, an Eastern Bantu
language spoken in Tanzania, extrinsic rule ordering simply gets in the way.
In section 1 I present the relevant tonal data, showing that a classical
autosegmental analysis utilizing extrinsic rule ordering runs into serious
problems. After showing, in section 2, that various alternative solutions
involving rule ordering still fail to overcome these problems, I then consider
in section 3 two possible analyses: one with simultaneous application of the
three lexical tone rules in question, the other exploiting morphemic planes. I
will conclude that this may be one language where simultaneous rule
application is warranted.

The data come from the lexical tonology of Haya, a subject that was
covered in some detail in Hyman and Byarushengo (1984). For reasons of

lEarlier versions of this paper were presented at U.C. Santa Cruz, the Arizona Phonology Conference and to
phonology classes at Stanford and U.C. Berkeley. I am grateful for the comments and reactions I received
from these audiences, e.g. from Junko Ito, Will Leben, Armin Mester, Douglas Pulleybiank and Deborah
Schlindwein. In additonal, I would like especially to thank George Lakoff for several hours of discussion of
the Haya material and Ernest Byarushengo, with whom my original study of Haya began.
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simplicity, I shall present only the underlying and lexical representations of
Haya verb forms. It should be borne in mind that the forms cited in this
study are subject to subsequent postlexical tone rules that are described in the
Hyman and Byarushengo paper.2

1. THE PROBLEM

Consider first the two infinitive forms in (1), where, as in all the
examples to follow, H tone is marked by an acute accent, and L tone is left
unmarked:

(1) a. -jun- `help' . oku juna `to help'

b. -kgm- `tie up' oku kóma `to tie up'
H H

Underlyingly a vowel may be either H tone or toneless. As seen in (1), both
possibilities are found on verb roots. In (2), we note that the verb stem,
consisting of the verb root plus any suffixes, can have only one of four tone
patterns:

(2) a. 0: ba-áa- [ jun-il-e ] ->
H

b. RV: bala-aa- [ kQm-il-e ] ->
H H

c. V2: ba- [ jun-il-e ] --i

d. FV: ba- [ kóm-il-e ] ->
H

báa.junile

báa.kómile `they have tied up'
(PERFECT)

ba junjlle

ba.komil=

`they have helped'
(PERFECT)

`they helped'
(P2 = YESTERDAY PAST)

`they tied up' (P2)

In the inputs to (2), the stem is indicated between brackets. In the outputs I
have placed a dot (.) just before the beginning of the stem. In (2a) there is no
H tone on the stem, since the verb root `help' and the suffixes are all
toneless. In (2b), there is a single H tone on the root vowel (RV) of the
underlyingly H tone verb root `tie up'. In (2c) we observe that when a
toneless verb root occurs with a H suffixal tone, indicated by ® , a single H
is realized on the second vowel (V2) of the stem. Finally, in (2d), where a H

2Briefly, these postlexical rules spread a phrase -final tone onto the penult, change a H to L before pause,
and convert all rising tones and all but phrase -penultimate falling tones into level H tones.
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verb root combines with a H suffixal tone, the output has only a single H on
the final vowel (FV). These realizations, repeated throughout the verbal
paradigm, are summarized in (3).

(3) Root tone + Suffix tone = Stem tone

a.

b.

c.

(UR) (UR) (lex. rep.)

0 + 0 = 0

0 + H = V2

H + 0 = RV

d. H + H = FV

In order to obtain the lexical representations in (3), we need, first, a rule
of tone linking (TL) which I shall present in two parts, as in (4).

(4) a. STEM [ Co © eo V b. STEM[CoVXV]
I

H

The suffixal H tone links to the V2 in (4a), when the RV is toneless. In (4b),
where the RV is H tone, the suffixal H links instead to the FV of the verb
stern.

A second rule is needed to delete the H tone of the verb root -kom- in
(2d). Before formulating this rule, consider first the forms in (5), which
correspond to (2), except for the presence of a H tone reflexive prefix:

(5) a. ba-4a-yeg- [ jun-il-e ]
H H

b. ba-áa-yeg- [ kom-il-e J
H H H

c. ba-e9- [ jun-il-e ]
H (0)

d. ba-ee- [ kom-il-e]
H H

-4 báayeé.junile `they have helped
themselves' (Perf)

-* báayeé.komile `they have tied
themselves up'

-- bes.juníle `they helped them-
selves' (P2)

-4 bes.k=milé `they tied them-
selves up'
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In (5c) and (5d) the H of the reflexive pronoun -ee- is deleted, as is the H of
the verb root -kom- in (5d). What we would like is a rule of tone reduction
(TR) such as (6) that deletes all H tones of the whole verb whenever there is a
suffixal H tone:

(6) H --> 0 / (3 (right -to -left iterative)

However, in order for TR to be formulated with an unlinked H, as in (6), it
must be the case that TR applies before the linking of the suffixal H. (7)
shows that this is not the case:

(7) a. ba- [ kpm-il-e ]
H

b. ba- [ kóm-il-e
H

ba- [ kQm-il-e ] ba- [ kom-il-e
H H Ql (0)

ba- [ kom-il-e ] ba- [ kom-il-e ]
0 QS

ba.komilé *ba.komile

`they tied up' (P2)

(TL in (a); TR in (b))

(TR in (a); TL in (b))

In (7a) we first apply tone linking, placing the suffixal H on the FV. We then
apply tone reduction, and as seen, the correct output is obtained. In (7b), on
the other hand, where we have first applied tone reduction, the tone linking
rule incorrectly places the suffixal H on the V2, since the root V has been
made toneless by TR. We thus conclude that TL MUST precede TR.

However, if TL precedes TR, how can the latter be formulated? After
TL, the suffixal H is either on the V2 or the FV of the stem. As seen in (8a),

(8) a. ba -la -tu [ kóm -il -e ] balátu.kómile `they have tied us
H H

b. ba-lá- [ kóm-il-e ]
H H

c. ba-k- [ jun-il-e ]
H

up before'

-4 balá.komile `they have tied up
before'

- balá.junile `they have helped
before'

a H on the first or root vowel of the stem does not cause a preceding H tone to
reduce. Tone reduction is not applicable, and instead, the H on the tense
marker -lá- surfaces, as does the H on the verb root -kóm- in (8a). In (8b), on
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the other hand, the H on -kóm- is reduced by Meeussen's Rule (MR),
formulated in (9), which removes all but the first of a sequence of contiguous
H tones:

(9) V Co V (right-to-left iterative)
I I

H H
y
0

The application of MR in (8b) makes this form merge with the corresponding
toneless verb `help' in (8c).

We therefore need a rule that deletes all H tones of a verb that are
followed by a H tone on either the FV, as in (10a) or the V2 of the stem, as in
(lob), both subparts applying in a right -to -left iterative fashion:

(10)

H /

V]
H

[CoVXV
H

I will assume agreement that the formulation in (10) is uninsightful. The
alternative formulation in (11) is even worse:

(11) H-j QS/ [ X Y STEM [Co ZV
H

This rule is designed to delete all H tones that are followed by a H tone that
occurs after the root vowel in the stem -let us refer to this trigger as a
"postradical" H tone. Recall that a H tone undergoing TR may either be on a
verb prefix or may be on the root vowel of the verb stem. This produces in
(11) the awkward need to mark two positions where a target H tone may
occur: (a) between the X and Y variables before the stem, and (b) before the
Z variable within the stem.
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2. ALTERNATIVE ANALYSES

This, then, is the so- called classical autosegmental analysis that I
referred to earlier. The problem with (10) is that the trigger of TR cannot be
expressed as a single generalization, but rather is stated as two seemingly
unrelated environments. The formulation in (11) has a similar problem,
represented by the indication of two environment positions- utilizing a
formalism that is undesirable, to say the least. I shall now consider
alternative solutions.

L A level- ordered analysis

Since both (10) and (11) require two subrules, as it were, it is natural to
seek a level -ordered analysis within the framework of lexical phonology.
Perhaps TR applies first to a RV H tone within the stem domain at stratum 1
and applies again to prefixal H tones within the word domain at stratum 2.
However appealing, this approach fails for the same reason as before: the
stratum 1 application must be expressed with the environment in (10a), while
the stratum 2 application must be expressed with the environment in (10b).
We thus are not better off than before. I conclude that there is no way to
formulate TR as a single process applying either at two different lexical
strata or applying cyclically.

2. A parametric analysis

The second alternative is to give up on expressing the position of the
postradical H tone within the rule formalism, as uninsightfully indicated in
the condition in (12).

(12) H-> fd/ fix (right -to -left iterative)

(condition: Hx is postradical)

Conceptually, in Hockett's (1954) terminology, the postradical positioning of
the trigger H tone becomes less "worthy of prominent mention" (e.g. not
incorporated within the rule formalism), and is incorporated as a "prosaic"
feature of the analysis. With a similar result, one might invoke, as in (13),
the so- called "parameters" approach, e.g. of Archangeli and Pulleyblank
(1986), which limits certain parameters to a binary choice (e.g. on the
operation, on the direction of application etc.), but not others -specifically,
not the trigger and target conditions:
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(13) a. operation: deletion
b. target: H tone
c. trigger: H tone
d. trigger condition: postradical
e. direction: right -to -left
f. extent: iterative
g. domain: word

We see in (13d) that the postradical positioning of the trigger H tone is no
longer a formal problem. In this prosaic account it is not possible to tell
whether the postradical trigger condition is a motivated one, which, I
maintain, it is not. * **

3. A global analysis

I will therefore move on to a third solution in (14), which is in all
relevant respects the analysis proposed by Hyman and Byarushengo (1984):

(14) a. TR: Hi Ll / g
b. li: STEM(Co ®Coy STEM[CoVXV]

L

In (14a) TR applies first, changing all H tones that precede the suffixal H
into L tones. This is followed by TL, which now links the suffixal H to the
V2 if the RV is toneless, but to the FV if the RV has a L tone. The problems
with this analysis are summarized in (15).

(15) a. Circularity:

The L tone is a diacritic whose only justification is to avoid the formal
problems in (10) and (11). No other rule refers to this L, and there is no
other evidence that this L is distinct from 0 (with which it will later merge,
when 0 TBU's receive default L tone). Unlike Luganda (Hyman 1982) and
Kinande (Hyman and Valinande 1985), where I have also argued for such
derived lexical L tones, there is no reason why exactly a L tone is needed to
the right in (14b) -e.g. it doesn't block a H from spreading, it doesn't form a
LH or HL contour with a H etc.
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b. Structure preservation:

Since L tone does not otherwise exist in the lexical tonology of Haya,
the expression of TR as a rule changing H's to L's represents a flagrant
violation of structure preservation ( Kiparsky 1985, etc.).

c. Ternarity:

If H and L are opposite values of the same feature, their opposition
with 0 represents the ternary use of a binary feature. The introduction of L
prior to default L assignment violates the Redundancy Rule Ordering
Constraint (Archangeli 1984; Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1986), and renders
the following characterization of default feature specifications incoherent:
... every feature specification entered in the lexical representation of a

morpheme is really an instruction that some particular `default' rule is not to
apply" (Kiparsky 1985:92). In this case, the derived L tone cannot be
interpreted to be an instruction that default L is overriden.

d. Unbounded variables:

A fourth objection is the use of the notation "H1" (or substitutes such
as HE, HQ etc.). This notation, which it would be nice to avoid (cf. Kiparsky
1985), is needed, because TR in (14a) can no longer be expressed as a right-
to -left iterative rule. This is because the first application of (14a) would
bleed subsequent applications, unless one were to allow a L to optionally
intervene between target and trigger... clearly not a desirable result.

e. Rule ordering:

In the previous analyses, TL precedes TR. Since TL refers to the stem
domain and TL to the word domain, this seems motivated. In the Hyman
and Byarushengo analysis, however, word -level TR precedes stem -level TL,
a possible objection.

f. Globality:

Finally, one might object to the use of L as a "global trace" of H, since
this would open up possibilities of doing likewise for any and all other
features. Especially given some versions of underspecification theory,
where, say Id/ is [ +voice] and It/ is [o voice], it would be possible to have a
rule parallel to (14a) which assigns a [- voice] specification to some /d /'s in a
specific environment. No case is known to me, however, where [- voice]
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functions as a third -value "trace" of [ +voice] in a way parallel to the L
proposed for Haya.

I conclude that the Hyman and Byarushengo analysis is not a viable
solution.

4. A metrical analysis

A fourth alternative is to interpret TR not as a process of deleting (or
weakening of) H tones, but rather as one of strengthening the suffixal H tone
itself. A reinterpretation of Haya in terms of accentual grids accomplishes
this (cf. Pulleyblank 1983 and Goldsmith 1987, 1988 for grid- or tree -based
accentual analyses of other Bantu languages). Using the concepts of Halle
and Vergnaud (1987), one of the several possibilities is the metrical analysis
in (16).

(16) a. line 0: assign * to every V ( =TBU);

b. line 1: assign * to every line 0 * whose V has a H tone (or,
alternatively, which is marked for diacritic accent);

c. line 2: assign * disjunctively as follows:

i) if there is a postradical line 1 *, group all the linel
*'s into an unbounded right- headed constituent,
with the head marked on line 2;

OTHERWISE:
ii) group each uninterrrupted sequence of line 1 *'s into

a left- headed constituent with the head marked on line 2.

(16c.í.) is thus the flip -side of TR, while (16c.ii.) is the flip -side of MR. The
basic idea is that for a H to survive, it must be supported by a line 2 asterisk.
Examples are given in (17).

(17)

line 0:
line 1:
line 2:

(a) (b) (c)

H H H H H H H
ba-ee- [ kom-il-e ] ba-la- [ kom-il-e ] ba- [ kom-a ]
*** * * * ** * ** * * *

(* * *) ( * * ) ( * * )
*

bee.komilé balá.komile
`they tie themselves up' `they have tied up before'
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In (17a) the linel asterisks are grouped into a right- headed constituent
marked on line 2, since there is a postradical line I asterisk. In (17b), on the
other hand, where there is no postradical line 1 asterisk, the two
uninterrupted line 1 asterisks are grouped into a left -headed constituent,
again marked on line 2. (17c) shows that when a postradical line 1 asterisk is
the last of a sequence of uninterrupted line 1 asterisks, a right- headed
constituent is built by (16c.í.), which thus takes precedence over the
construction of a left -headed constituent by (16c.ii.), as (16) indicates.

Let us note three things about this analysis. First, in (17a) and (17c) we
need to apply TL first, so that the line 1 asterisk will appropriately be
assigned to either the FV (as in the examples), or to the V2, in other
examples. The metrical analysis is thus a reconceptualization only of TR and
MR, which follow TL.

The two problems that are inherent in this system are the following.
First, the location of the suffixal H must still be identified by invoking the
problematic characterization "postradical ", this time applying to line 1

asterisks. In this regard, the analysis has no advantage over the strictly tonal
parametric analysis in (13).

The second problem concerns the whole question of whether a second
representation is warranted in Haya, whether in terms of diacritic asterisks,
metrical grids or whatever. There has been some disagreement among
Bantuists on this score. At the very least it is not always obvious when or in
what way, if at all, tonal features should have a second, co- occurring
accentual representation. Although a prepublication version of Hyman and
Byarushengo was once circulated with diacritic asterisks instead of
underlying H tones, I maintain that a strictly tonal analysis provides a
simpler, more direct representation of the tonal properties of Haya and thus is
to be preferred -certainly with other things being equal, which is about the
best one could hope for the metrical analysis.

3. CONCLUSION

I thus conclude that the classical autosegmental analysis, the lexical
analysis, the parametric analysis, the global analysis, and the metrical
analysis all have problems with these data. What these analyses all have in
common is the assumption that the three tone rules (TL, TR, MR), or their
analogues, apply in some ordered sequence. What is striking is that all the
difficulties evaporate once we consider applying these three rules
simultaneously to underlying forms, i.e. in accordance with what Kenstowicz
and Kisseberth (1979) termed "the direct mapping hypothesis ". This also
allows us to keep the formulation of TR as in (18).
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(18) H -> 0 / (right-to-left iterative)

Now consider the examples in (19).

(19) (a) (b) (c) (d)

ba-ee.kom-il-e ba-ee jun-il-e ba-la.kom-il-e ba.kom-a
I I i I `, I I ( i

HH 8 H 0 HH H0
Jr .1, Jr 4, .Ir

0 0 0 0 0

(bee.komilé) (bee junîle) (balá.komile) (ba.komá)

In (19a), there is a simultaneous linking of the suffixal H to the FV by TL
and deletion of the preceding two H's by the TR rule in (18). (19b) differs in
that the suffixal H becomes linked to the V2 and there is only one preceding
H to be deleted by TR. In (19c) only MR applies and the second H is
deleted. Finally, in (19d), the suffixal H is linked to the FV by TL and the
preceding H is deleted by TR. Note with respect to this last example that
there is no risk of the suffixal H being deleted by MR, since both rules apply
directly to the underlying form.

What is remarkable is how we have been able to avoid all of the
formal problems associated with the more complicated solutions considered
in the previous section. The rules are easily formalized without a double
environment for TR and without an ad hoc designation of "postradical H ".
Of course, what we have in place of the latter is the environment in (18). I
would like to conclude by briefly demonstrating that there is good reason
why TR should take place before an unlinked suffixal H tone.

As pointed out by Hyman and Byarushengo (1984), the H tone or
tones that survive TL, TR and MR may still fail to surface. Consider the
forms in (20).

(20) a. ba-tu- [ jun-il-e ] batu junk `they helped us'
(-tu- `us')

b. ba- [ jun-il-e ] kakplu ba jule kakúlu `they helped
H Kakulu'

In (20a) we see that the suffixal H of the P2 (yesterday past) tense links on
the V2 of the stem, since the verb root -jun- `help' is toneless. In (20b),
where there is an object noun rather than a pronominal object prefix, the V2
H tone of the verb does not surface. Instead, the verb + object noun forms a
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tone group within which all the H's of the first word are deleted. The rule
can be written as in (21), where PW stands for "phonological word" and TG
stands for the descriptively neutral designation "tone group ".3

(21) H 0 / ] PW X TG

(where X 0)

(right -to -left iterative)

In the formulation in (21), H tones are deleted in all but the last phonological
word of a tone group. Ignoring some details that are manageable but would
take us too far afield in this paper, I propose that (18) and (21) are actually
the same rule .4 All we would have to say in (18) is that the unlinked suffixal
H is outside the phonological word, underlyingly, as in (22).

(22) H / ] PW ]TG (right -to -left iterative)

This is easy to say if the suffixal H is in fact unlinked. Once it is linked,
either to the V2 or to the FV, as eventually will be the case, it is hard, if not
impossible, to relate the application of TR in (22) to the TR process in (21).
I take this to be an encouraging sign of support for the analysis with
simultaneously rule application, which so far is the only analysis capable of
maintaining (22) as the statement of TR.

Two further points concerning the environment of TR. The first point
is that in (10) and (11), explicit mention had to be made of a stem boundary,
to its beginning and possibly to its end. A number of phonologists have
argued that boundaries have no place in phonological rules. Instead,
phonological rules have been shown to refer either to metrical constituents or
to prosodic domains. In this regard too, (22) is to be preferred over (10) or
(11). The second point is this: Postal (1968) and others after him showed
that some cases of rule ordering could be avoided if a later rule incorporated
within its environment the effects of earlier rules. The result is often a more

3If the TG is identified with the phonological phrase layer of prosodic domain theory, then the phrasal
domain identified with completed assertions ( Byarushengo, Hyman and Tenenbaum 1976) that conditions
leftward tone spreading to its penult (Hyman and Byarushengo 1984) would have to be a larger domain, e.g.
intonational phrase?
4In Hyman and Byarushengo (1984) we show that if the X in (21) is toneless, the H tones will nonetheless
be deleted. However, optionally there is an assignment of a final H tone to the last vowel of the affected
PW. There are other ways one could conceivably formalize this rule, e.g.

H ---> 0 / [ ... _ C ]PW ] TG

This formulation says that H's are deleted preceding all but the last PW of a TG. With this rule it would be
necessary to say that the suffixal H tone is a separate PW, perhaps an enclitic in and of itself. With either
rule statement it is necessary to consider that H tone deletion takes place when followed by a suffixal H (and
not when there is a so- called linked, postradical H).
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complicated rule and the loss of a generalization. It is truly ironic that in the
Haya case the solution with rule ordering forces the output of an earlier rule
to be incorporated as the environment of a later rule. For this is exactly what
the dubious notion "postradical H" is: a H tone that TL has placed either on
the V2 or FV of the stem, as we have seen. With respect to these last two
points concerning boundaries and concerning derivational history,
phonologists should feel comfortable with the results enforced by the
analysis with simultaneous rule application.

Still one must ask if there are not other devices available to us that can
get us out of this ordering bind. A most stimulating suggestion was made to
me by Douglas Pulleyblank (personal communication), who proposes that
we consider a morphemic plane approach to these data. It is well known that
specific grammatical morphemes or morphosyntactic features may place
prosodic conditions on base forms which override the features of the
individual morphemes with which they join. For example, the [ +durative]
affix requires a CVCVV(C) stem template in Yawelmani (see Archangeli
1983 for discussion), overriding the underlying or default template of the
stem. Stress examples are well- known, as is the phenomenon known as
"replacive tone" (Welmers 1973). Within Haya itself, Hyman and
Byarushengo (1984) point out that a special HLH melody is assigned to an
imperative verb having a first person singular prefix, which overrides the
underlying tones.

Now it seems that there is a need for a mechanism that will do two
things: (a) introduce the replacive (or "formulaic ") pattern imposed by the
triggering morpheme(s); and (b) suppress the compositional pattern that is
derived in the absence of such a morpheme. The solution is this: the
formulaic pattern comes in on a separate plane which, in fact, replaces the
original plane. In the case of Haya, as seen now in (23),

(23) a. b.r
i

ba-ee jun-il-e ba-ee-kom-il-e
i I I

H H H

the suffixal H is on a separate plane, but maps to either the V2 or FV,
replacing the distributions of H's one would otherwise have obtained.
According to this analysis, what makes the Haya situation somewhat unusual
is a combination of three factors:

a) The mapping of the replacive or formulaic tone is sensitive to the
tonal identity of the compositional pattern, since V2 vs. FV mapping depends
on whether the root vowel is H or not. Thus, the new plane must see the old
plane.
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b) The replacive tone does not spread over the whole domain, as does
the { +imperative, +1 sg. object] HLH melody, or Welmers' example of
replacive L tone in his Igbo "factative" tense. Instead, all vowels other than
the V2 or the FV are made toneless at this stage of the derivation (later to
undergo postlexical rules, including default L assignment).

c) Finally, I shall now show that unlike the Yawelmani case, Haya
imperatives, Igbo factatives, Hausa plurals and so forth, all of which impose a
new pattern to override the old, this case does not involve a morphologically
conditioned replacive tone at all. Instead, as we saw in (21), we appear to
have a phonological rule sensitive to the prosodic domains PW and TG. In
cases like (20b) it would have to be said that the tone pattern of the last PW
(or "X ") of a TG "replaces" the tones of all preceding PW's within the same
TG. The apparent reduction process exemplified in (20b) is clearly
phonological in nature, as is V2/FV ® -mapping (which applies also in the
noun phrase whenever its structural description is met).

The most striking parallel of strictly phonological planes that comes to
mind is the stress planes of Halle and Vergnaud (1987a,b), who suggest that a
level n plane can be constructed on the basis of a level n -1 plane without the
latter having any surface realization (i.e. in cases where the n -1 plane does
not produce surface secondary stresses). Halle and Vergnaud's suggestion is
to conflate grid "lines ", adopting the convention that only the head on the n
plane will survive. In the earlier discussion I tentatively rejected a grid -based
analysis of Haya tone. The Halle and Vergnaud proposal could, of course, be
adapted to Haya by assigning a level 3 grid mark to all level 2 heads of the last
PW (or "X ") of the TG (which might be the suffixal H, if present). By
invoking plane conflation, only level 3 asterisks would actually surface
(being realized via H tone). Alternatively, in a multiplanar tonal analysis
such as in (23), only the tones of the rightmost plane would be preserved
within a TG.S Since replacive or formulaic prosodies are not always
amenable to a metrical analysis, a strictly tonal analysis is easily defended. In
this case TR either becomes a rule deleting the H tones of non -final planes
within a TG, or is accomplished by a convention of some sort.

We thus are left with two possibilities: either we adopt an analysis with
the simultaneous application of three tone rules, or we find richer systems of
representation from which such facts can be derived. In deciding this issue,
two important questions must be raised. First, are there other cases of where
phonological rules must apply simultaneously to underlying forms? And
second, is phonology such that it must accommodate both simultaneous and

5This is exactly the effect one would get from Halle and Vergnaud's "cyclic planes". The fact that we are
dealing with a phrasal domain (the TG) means that the cyclic planar approach would have to be extended
into the postlexical phonology. I do not know if there has been any precedent for this, but this extension
clearly requires further consideration in light of the Haya data.
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sequential rule applications?6 In a recent paper, Bromberger and Halle
(1989) renew the argument for extrinsic rule ordering in phonology. In
addressing the question of how surface representations are to be derived
from underlying representations, they state: "The answer is clearly to be
decided by looking at the actual contingent evidence rather than by reflecting
on a priori logical or methodological necessities." I agree wholeheartedly
that the position of the phonologist on rule ordering should not be determined
by an a priori dictate as it was, for example, in natural generative phonology
in the 1970's. However, it is possible to decide the issue on entirely empirical
grounds only if phonologists share basic assumptions as to what constitutes an
argument, and what constitutes counter -evidence. For instance, one could
simply accept the rule in (10) as the price to pay to keep extrinsic rule
ordering alive. Or, one could simply stipulate when morphemes or
phonological words are vs. are not on separate planes, whenever ordering
problems arise. In either case, the Haya data provide clear evidence that
something needs to be modified in the way we do phonology.
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